
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 93, iss. 2, pp. 88 { 91 c 2011 January 25Goldstone mode relaxation in a quantum Hall ferromagnet due tohyper�ne interaction with nucleiS.DickmannInstitute for Solid State Physics of RAS, 142432 Chernogolovka, Moscow District, RussiaSubmitted 8 December 2010Spin relaxation in quantum Hall ferromagnet regimes is studied. As the initial non-equilibrium state, acoherent deviation of the spin system from the ~B direction is considered and the breakdown of this Goldstone-mode state due to hyper�ne coupling to nuclei is analyzed. The relaxation occurring non-exponentially withtime is studied in terms of annihilation processes in the \Goldstone condensate" formed by \zero spin exci-tons". The relaxation rate is calculated analytically even if the initial deviation is not small. This relaxationchannel competes with the relaxation mechanisms due to spin-orbit coupling, and at strong magnetic �elds itbecomes dominating.The reported work is aimed at description of the re-laxation channel which might become dominant at mag-netic �elds B > 10T in the so-called quantum Hallferromagnet (QHF). The latter is a 2DEG state underquantum Hall e�ect conditions where all electrons of theupper, not completely �lled Landau level, have in theground state spins aligned along B. This spin polariza-tion obviously arises at odd integer �llings: � = 1; 3; :::[1]. Besides, experiments and semi-phenomenologicaltheories show that at some fractional �llings, namelyat � = 1=3; 1=5; :::, electrons in the ground state oc-cupy only one spin sublevel, and thereby the fractionalQHF state is also realized [2 { 6]. The QHF possessesa macroscopically large spin S oriented in the direc-tion of the �eld B due to negative g-factor in GaAsstructures. In the following all calculations are car-ried out in the form applicable to both odd-integer �ll-ing � = 2k+1 and fractional QHF. This generalizationon the � < 1 case is done in compliance with the wellknown semi-phenomenological description of the frac-tional QHF [2, 3] and, in particular, was already usedin Ref. [7].Obviously, there are two di�erent types of initial de-viation of the large spin S from its equilibrium posi-tion. The �rst type represents the case where vector S ischanged in length but its direction is not altered. Thenthe QHF symmetry is the same as in the equilibriumstate. Analysis reveals that this type of initial pertur-bation is microscopically described by excitation of spinwaves where each one corresponds to the spin numberschanged by one: �S = �Sz =�1 [1]. The second typeof spin perturbation is a coherent deviation of S as awhole from the direction ẑ k B without any changes inthe length of S. This case means appearance of the Gold-stone mode (GM) in the QHF, and microscopically it isdescribed by a \Goldstone condensate" of \zero spin ex-

citons". Every zero spin exciton X0 represents a change�Sz=�1 with the total spin kept constant: �S = 0. Forthe �rst type deviation, the relaxation was studied ex-perimentally in Refs. [8 { 10] and theoretically in Refs.[11, 12] and [7]. For the second type, the GM breakdownwas theoretically analyzed in the works of Refs. [13] and[14]. (See also Ref. [15].) All these theoretical stud-ies dealt with the relaxation channels where spin non-conservation arose from the spin-orbit (SO) coupling of2D electrons.So, as in publications of Refs. [13] and [14], now theconsidered initial deviation is again of the second type,i.e. starting point is the GM state jii=�Ŝ��Nj0i, wherej0i stands for the QHF ground state, and Ŝ�=Pj �̂(j)�is the lowering spin operator. (j labels electrons; �̂�=(�̂x�i�̂y)=2, where �̂x;y;z are the Pauli matrices.) How-ever, in this Letter I report on another relaxation channelwhere the spin non-conservation is caused by the hyper-�ne contact coupling to the GaAs nuclei [16 { 19]:Ĥhf = 8�3 �BXn �nI(n) �Î(n)��̂� �(R�Rn): (1)Here �B is the Bohr magneton, R is the electron po-sition, Î(n), Rn and �n are spin, position and magneticdipole moment of the n-th nucleus, respectively. Com-pared to the SO coupling Hamiltonian, the interaction(1) has one important feature: it violates the transla-tion invariance of the 2D electron system and thereforeleads not only to the electron spin non-conservation butalso to the non-conservation of the 2DEG momentum.From the viewpoint of the GM breakdown, this meansthat the hyper�ne coupling is su�cient to provide theGM relaxation process without any additional dissipa-tion mechanisms. This property is at variance with theSO interaction relaxation mechanisms. As far as the88 �¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 93 ¢»¯. 1 { 2 2011



Goldstone mode relaxation in a quantum Hall ferromagnet due to hyper�ne : : : 89SO coupling does not perturb the translation symmetry,the GM relaxation needs additional perturbative inter-actions providing the momentum and energy dissipation.These in fact are the electron-phonon coupling [13] orinteraction with the smooth random potential [14].The Hamiltonian (1) may be rewritten as [18]Ĥhf = v02 Xn An	�(Rn)�Î(n)��̂�	(Rn); (2)where 	(R) is the electron envelope function, and v0 isthe unit cell volume. Both Ga and As nuclei have thesame total spin: IGa = IAs = 3=2. The parameter An,being inversely proportional to v0, actually depends onlyon the Ga/As nucleus position within the unit cell. Forthe �nal calculation I only need the sum A2Ga+A2As. If v0is the volume of the two atom unit cell, then using valuesof magnetic moments of the Ga and As stable isotopes[20], I estimate that A2Ga+A2As�4 � 10�3meV2.In order to describe the QHF states, I use again theexcitonic representation by analogy with previous works[7, 11 { 14]. Namely, by de�ning the spin exciton creationoperator [21]:Qyq = 1pN� Xp e�iqxpbyp+ qy2 ap� qy2 ; (3)where ap and bp are the Fermi annihilation operators cor-responding to electron states on the upper Landau levelwith spin up (a=") and spin down (b=#), respectively(N� is the Landau level degeneration number), I considerstates jNi=�Qy0�Nj0i and jN�1; 1;qi=Qyq �Qy0�N�1j0i;where j0i = j N�z }| {"; "; ::: " i is the ground state at odd-integer �lling �. Both states correspond to the spinz-component Sz = N�=2�N , whereas the total spinnumber is S = N�=2 and S = N�=2�1, respectively.[Index p labels intrinsic Landau level states with wavefunctions  p(r)=(2�N�)�1=4eipy'k(p+x) in the Landaugauge, 'k(x) is the oscillator function; in Eq. (3) andeverywhere below we measure lengths in units of lB andwave vectors in units of 1=lB.] The major advantage ofthese excitonic states is that they are eigen states of theQHF at odd-integer � :��ZŜz+Ĥint;�Qy0�N�j0i=N�ZjNi;��ZŜz+Ĥint;Qyq �Qy0�N�1�j0i=(N�Z+Eq)jN�1; 1;qi;(4)where �Z = g�BB is the cyclotron gap, Ĥint is the2DEG Coulomb interaction Hamiltonian, and Eq is theCoulomb correlation energy of the spin exciton havingmomentum q [1]. These equations are accurate to the

�rst order in parameter rc = (�e2=�lB)=~!c consid-ered to be small (!c is the cyclotron frequency, � < 1is the averaged form-factor arising due to �niteness ofthe 2D layer thickness, � is the dielectric constant).Only small q vectors are relevant to the studied prob-lem (i.e. qlB � 1 in common units), and thereforethe quadratic approximation for the spin exciton spec-trum Eq � q2=2Mx is su�cient. The exciton mass Mxis calculated by using the �nite thickness form-factor[1, 7, 12], although recently Mx was measured experi-mentally [4, 22, 23].Now I express the hyper�ne coupling Hamiltonian(2) in terms of the excitonic representation. By omit-ting the Îz�̂z term due to its irrelevance to any spin-ip process [24], and substituting into Eq. (2) theSchr�odinger operators 	̂y(R) = �(z)Pp �ayp+byp� �p(r)and 	̂(R) = �	̂y�y instead of 	� and 	 [�(z) is size-quantized wave function, r=(x; y)], one �ndsĤhf = v04�l2BpN� ��Xq f(q)QqXn Anj�(Zn)j2eiqRn Î(n)� + h.c., (5)where f = e�q2=4[Lk(q2=2)] if � = 2k+1 (Lk is the La-guerre polynomial), and f=e�q2=4 if �<1.A set of Iz spin numbers fMg=(M1;M2; :::Mn; :::),where every Mn can assume one of the values�3=2;�1=2; 1=2; 3=2, completely determines thestate of the nuclear system. The case where 2DEGelectrons are in the state jNi or jN � 1; 1;qi andnuclei in the state fMg I symbolize as jfMg;Ni andjfMg;N � 1; 1;qi, respectively. Application of thedecreasing/increasing operator Î(n)� to the former yieldsÎ(n)� jfMg; Ni = q� 52�Mn� � 32�Mn� jfMg�n ; Ni ;where fMg�n = (M1;M2; :::Mn�1; :::).From this point the study of the relaxation rate be-comes similar to that in Ref. [14]. The only appreciabledi�erence is the presence of the nuclear component. Thetemperature is again assumed to be negligible. Beingof the same order or even smaller than the uncertaintyvalue determined by the external smooth disorder �eld[14] it is, in particular, well smaller than the Zeemangap �Z. The initial state jii is thus the Goldstone con-densate containing N zero spin excitons: jii= jfMg;Ni.This state is electronically and nuclearly degenerate.The GM breakdown is studied in terms of the transi-tions governed by the Fermi Golden Rule probability:wif = (2�=~)jMif j2�(Ef �Ei), where the �nal state jfiis the state where a part of the Zeeman energy has beenconverted into the nonzero spin exciton kinetic energyEq . Such a transition is the 2X0+fMg!Xq�+fMg�n�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 93 ¢»¯. 1 { 2 2011



90 S.Dickmannprocess, if calculated in the lowest order of the per-turbation theory. The �nal state for this transition isjfi = jfMg�n ;N �2; 1;q�i, where q� is determined bythe energy conservation equation 2�Z = �Z+E(q�), i.e.q� =p2Mx�Z . When calculating the transition matrixelement Mif (n;q�) = hf jĤhf jii, one may take into ac-count that q� � 1. So, the squared value isjMif (n;q)j2 = v20A2nj�(Zn)j4(4�)2l4BN� ���52�Mn��32+Mn� jhq; 1;N�2jQ�qjNij2R(N)R(N�2; 1;q) ; (6)where the notation R(:::) stands for the norm of the statej:::i. Now, at variance with the cited works [13, 14], theexpectations entering Eq. (6) should be calculated notonly for the integer QHF but for the fractional QHF too.The latter can be obtained within the so-called \single-mode approximation" [2, 3], namely:hq; 1;N�2jQ�qjNi=� �0N !(�0N��2)!NN�1� (�0N��N)! [1 +O(q4)];R(N) = N !(� 0N�)!NN� (� 0N��N)! ; andR(N ; 1;q) = � 0N !(� 0N��2)!NN� (� 0N��N�2)! �1 +O(q4)� : (7)Here � 0=� if �<1 or � 0=1 if �=2k+1 (k = 0; 1; 2; :::).Formulas (7) are exact for odd-integer � [25] (then the� O(q4) terms vanish), but for � < 1 they represent aresult of the semi-phenomenological approach where theexpectations are expressed in terms of the two-particlecorrelation function calculated for Laughlin's states [26].Using Eqs. (6), (7), and assuming that the nuclei areunpolarized, I get the rate of the considered Sz ! Sz+1process:� dN=dt=2�~ Xn;q jMif (n;q)j2 �(q2l2B=2Mx��Z) == N(N�1)� 0N��hf (for any N � 1); (8)where 1=�hf = 5v0Mx �A2Ga+A2As�8~l2Bd : (9)Here d stands for a conventional width of the 2DEG:1=d= R j�(z)j4dz. (This value certainly is not equal tothe quantum well width dQW, but constitutes a fractionof the latter, e.g.: d=dQW ' 1=3.) Formula (9) has beenobtained for the case of unpolarized nuclei, i.e. Mn=0,and the correlation length of the nuclear momenta dis-tribution is smaller than the magnetic length lB , hence

M2n=5=4 where the over-line means averaging over thevolume 2�l2Bd.The elementary process just studied characterizesonly the initial stage of the Goldstone condensate break-down. Further physical picture of the relaxation fol-lows absolutely the same scenario that was analyzed inRef. [14]. When the Goldstone condensate is depleted,a \thermodynamic condensate" is developing. The lat-ter is formed by spin waves with nonzero but negligiblysmall wave vectors, which are of the order of or smallerthan the uncertainty value determined by smooth disor-der. The number of nonzero excitons is equal to j�Sj,i.e. to deviation of the QHF total spin number S fromits ground state value. j�S(t)j reaches the maximumvalue [still being well smaller than the simultaneous num-ber N(t)], and in the �nal stage both condensates de-cay. By considering concentrations of the Goldstoneand thermodynamic condensates { n = N=� 0N� andm = j�Sj=� 0N�, one can �nd equations governing therelaxation,�hfdn=dt = �2n2 � 4mn and �hfdm=dt = n2 � 2m2 :(10)These equations yield n(t) = 1=[2n(0)t2+2t+1=n(0)]and m = n(t)n(0)t, where t is measured in �hf . I re-mind that, as in the work of [14], this result is analyticalbut still approximate { it should work well if n(0)<1=2.The only di�erence is thereby a change in Eqs. (10)from the characteristic relaxation time [14]1=�so = 8�2(�2+�2)M2x �ZK(q�)=~3!2c l4B ; (11)determined by the SO coupling and smooth randompotential, to the HF coupling time �hf (9). (I keepnotations of the paper [14]: � and � are the Rashbaand Dresselhaus SO parameters, K(q) stands for theFourier component of the smooth random potential cor-relator.) Comparing �so with �hf , one can note thatthey have opposite dependences on the magnetic �eld.If K(r) is Gaussian, then K(q) is sharply decreasingwith B: K(q�) = (�2�2=4�) exp��Mx�Z�2=2l2B� �exp(�MxB2). (� and � stand for the amplitude andcorrelation length of the random potential, respectively.)Meanwhile, according to the above calculations, the HPrate 1=�hp is proportional to the squared local densityj	(Rn)j4�B2 and to the number of nuclei per electron2�l2Bd=v0�1=B; therefore 1=�hp�MxB.More speci�c estimates of �hp and �so are requiredfor appropriate comparison of both relaxation channels.The material parameters and characteristic parametersrelated to modern wide quantum-well structures couldbe, e.g., chosen as v0�A2Ga+A2As�=1:8�10�4meV2nm3,2(�2+�2)=(lB~!c)2=10�3=B, �Z =0:0255BmeV, � =60 nm, � = 0:3meV, and d= 8nm (here B is assumed�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 93 ¢»¯. 1 { 2 2011



Goldstone mode relaxation in a quantum Hall ferromagnet due to hyper�ne : : : 91to be measured in Tesla; c.f. also estimates in Ref.[7]). However, estimate of the e�ective spin-excitonmass Mx strongly depends on the �nite thickness struc-tural formfactor. There are experimental data whereMx is found at comparatively low magnetic �elds: (i)1=Mx � 1:2meV at B = 2:27T and � = 1 in the 33 nmquantum well [22]; (ii) 1=Mx � 1:51meV at B =2:69Tand � = 1 in the 23 nm quantum well [23]; and (iii)1=Mx � 0:44meV at B = 2:9T and � = 1=3 in the25 nm quantum well [4]. For these �elds characterizedby the inequality lB > d, the B-dependence should beapproximately 1=Mx � B1=2, but in the lB < d strong�eld regime the inverse mass grows much weaker withB. Based on these data, the semi-empirical analysisusing characteristic GaAs/AlGaAs formfactors allowsme to consider values 1=Mx ' 2meV at � = 1 and1=Mx ' 0:67meV at � = 1=3 as the characteristic onesfor the 10T<B<20T range. (Note that at a given �eldB the estimate M�1x j�<1' � 0 �M�1x j�=1 holds accordingto the semi-phenomenological theory [3].) Then, if sub-stituting the above parameters into Eqs. (9) and (11),one obtains �hf(B�)=�so(B�) at B��15T if �=1, or atB��9:3T if �=1=3. The characteristic relaxation timeat these crossover points constitutes ' 4�s or ' 2�srespectively.To conclude, I have reported on a new spin relaxationchannel in the spin polarized strongly correlated 2DEG.The mechanism involves only the hyper�ne coupling toGaAs nuclei, and no other interactions are required forthis relaxation channel to be realized. The problem issolved by using the excitonic representation technique.Although the Goldstone mode relaxation in a QHF oc-curs by the scenario studied earlier [14], a crossover fromthe SO characteristic relaxation time (11) to the hyper-�ne coupling time (9) occurs in a strong magnetic �eldB & 10T.The work is supported by the RFBR.1. Yu.A. Bychkov, S.V. Iordanskii, and G.M. Eliashberg,JETP Lett. 33, 143 (1981); C. Kallin and B. I. Halperin,Phys. Rev. B 30, 5655 (1984).2. S.M. Girvin, A.H. MacDonald, and P.M. Platzman,Phys. Rev. Lett. 54, 581 (1985); Phys. Rev. B 33, 2481(1986).3. J. P. Longo and C. Kallin, Phys. Rev. B 47, 4429 (1993).4. I. V. Kukushkin, J. H. Smet, D. S. Lyne Abergel et al.,Phys. Rev. Lett. 96, 126807 (2006).5. A. B. Van'kov, L.V. Kulik, S. Dickmann et al., Phys.Rev. Lett. 102, 206802 (2009).6. J. G. Groshaus, I. Dujovne, Y. Gallais et al., Phys. Rev.Lett. 100, 046804 (2008).7. S. Dickmann and S. L. Artyukhin, JETP Lett. 89,(2009); see also arXiv:0812.1703.
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